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Flexing Muzzles
Censorship is alive and well
on America's campuses ..
Some schools have adopted
codes that forbid students the
right to freely express their
opinions.
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Rulebreaking

Campus Reminder

The NCAA has made some·
rule changes that affect the
basketball teams. Some
changes could mean big buck
for UM-St. Louis if we make it
to post season play.

Feb 6 is the last day to
drop a class without a
grade.

See Ideas, page 4

See Sports, page 7
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Metro Link Hits Snags But Stays On Track
by Barb Braun
news editor

UM-St. Louis students are almost
ready to roll on the Metro Link Light
Rail pending the appeal of a protest.
The Bi-State ' Development Agency
has recently negotiated a contract to
purchase' 31 German-made cars for the
commuter rail system scheduled to open
in mid-1993 .
The car construction contract states
that the cars will be purchased for $4.5
million-$5 million less than Bi-State
. wanted to pay. The firm that will make
the cars, Siemens Energy & Automation
Inc., is based in Roswell, Ga.
One of the other (three) firms has filed a protest against Bi-State stating that
the contract:
1) Did not meet Bi-State specification
requirements
2) Was not in compliance with Buy
American
3) Was not in compliance with the AntiDumping Act.

Bi-State denied the protest, and on

January 11, the contractor appealed to
the Executive Director of Bi-State. Since
then Bi-State has addressed the first
issue. Bi-State lawyers decided that the
second and third protests do not hold
for them.
"We would hope to have it [the
dispute] resolved in the next few weeks,
said Den ise Zerillo, a spokesperson for
Bi-State Metro Link.
The cars that the Siemens Energy &
Automation are wanting to make are
almost identical to ones they built used in Pittsburgh .
This contract cannot be finalized until
the other contractor withdraws his protest. or the Exective Director hears it.
The Light Rail idea was first introduced to the UM-St. Louis campus in October of 1988. Buying cars for the rail
is the most recent move made by BiState.
The Metro Link will consist of 31 electical rail cars. Each train will be made
up of two cars that will be able to hold
350 standing and seated passengers.
The cars that Bi-State are negotiating
for have a 72-seat design.
The Light Rail will act as a comple-

ment to the Bi-State bus service. It will
operate on a new track linking East St.
Louis across the Eads Bridge to
downtown St. Louis, then to Lambert
International Airport and UM-St.
Louis. A possible route to Belleville and
a north-south route parallel to Interstate
170 are up for study. Also an expansion
to St. Charles may be added.
Two of the stops will be on the UMSt. LDuis campus. The stop on the
south campus will be just southeast of
parking lot Z. The second stop will be
on the north campus just behind the
Blue Metal Office Building.
Tentively, the plan is that the tracks
will be on the ground behind the Blue
Metal Qffice Building and then rise up
behind the General Services Building.
The tracks will then leave campus by the
south side of the Mark Twain Building.
Exsiting railroad tracks made the
south campus an ideal site for the rail,
but the north campus will have to have
track added.
The main hope surrounding the
Metro Link, besides additional trarsportation for St Lauis, is to rehabilitate
abandoned or underuWized railroad

Flu Bug
Bites Hard
by Candace M. Carra bus
reporter

BITTEN: Many students like Michelle McMurray (above) suffered
from flu symptoms the first week of class.(photo by Scott Brandt)
,
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Award.· Applications. Taken
The Academic Non-Regular Award
for Excellence recognizes outstanding
achievementin tE9.ching, research, ser.
. vice ar other contributions to.
. ~dergraduate ana/or graduate educati0~ by individi\als who. halel fuU:time
academic nan.regular appairttments.
The award, mduding.a stipegd, will
be presente,d in the stii'frig of 1990.
Arw UM~St. Louis faculty member,
staff member 'or stude.nt ·(or a group
thereof) .maY$ubmit·Utl.minations. The
nominations, in :writing, should
demonstrate eViden~e 'of outstanding
perfonnahce, and where applicabie, information conceraiFigavaikfuility to
students, creat~ve and innovative
teaching or professionalm~thoos, and
other prefeSsional and/or personal at·
triButes and contributions that merit
ru.:ognition
Tbe comm ittee will eval\Jat~ \'he CaHdi~tes ' based the f011 aWiFlg general
criteria:
1) ~vidence of wcl1-roulJlded professiena! ·skills!n teachIng; service <md
research.
'.
. .
Exanw1es, . If a candidates primary
~ob was teach~. .service woutd be
('valuated on patt,joipatioil in wmmit;.;( sor' dir.ectmg a lab, etc; and the
te:M1 "researcJi" would be extended to.
mean (;ot\FS'e developm~n > cantl"ibu·

on

completed .

tracks, bridges and tunnels.

way and real estate towards the project.

Already local government has given
$95 million worth of railroad right-of-

The $250 million project will receive
75 percent of its funding from the

C~11lPUS. Crime

Ahh Chooo!

The recent flu epidemic in the st.
Louis area has affected the UM-St.
Louis campus community.
Departments on campus vary in the
number of people out sick, with some
having no one out and others having to
cancel classes in some cases.
The epidemic has affected most
departments. The English department
was hit the hardest with one person
hospitalized before the holidays. Admissions was left struggling with a skeleton
crew.
"Music students have been unable to
sing or perform on wind instruments:'
said a secretary in the Music
Department.
Overall, 30 to 50 percent of faculty,
staff and students have been affected by
the flu and colds since the end of the
Fall Semester. The general concensus
on campus is that things were hectic
with so many people out sick.

ALL ABOARD:An artist's conception shows how the proposed station on the north campus will look when

. tiQnsin textboo\( writing, etc. If a can·
didate's ptimary job was research or
. service, thetetm "teaching" could be
extended from farmal classroom
• teaching to any method of
disseminating informatian (with emphasis on thi's bcing done at UM-SL
Louis) .
.2) .Contributions beyond assigned .
• dllt1es.
.
Examples: Evidence of spendin~ a
lot of time tutoring students, evidence
@f performirig services to UM-St:
Louis that ~re. clearly beyond the in.
dividual's duties. getting grants, cammunity service related to the campus;

etc.
3)

Support for the candidate.

Exampl~: E\;idence af wide S4Ppoli

fdrum students, fatulty, admifiiSfi:atlon,
and out~iclers shauld be comsidered ~
portant since Gammittee members do
, riot know the candldates eQuaily weU.
The ad hoc committee on the. award
(or exceltence will review flomi nations
and teooriImend a candidate to the
chancellor. N.ominees will be infalilT)·
ed of their nomination by the Office
of Aeademic. Affajrs.
Nominations should be seIit to Ruth
1. .Person, Associat,g ~Tj~e Chancellor
for ~elllie Affuirs 4.01 Woods Hall
FO,r mol'l!. iJ}fonn~ti()p, calJ 55.1-5373. .

CPS Congress this month will start
seriously considering a bill that would
force colleges to tell students,
employees, applicants and their parents
how many crimes occurred on their
campuses.
While many public relations-minded
adminstrators oppose the bill because
it could make their schools look bad,
a group of college security experts
resolved Jan. 12 to oppose it because
it would be unenforceable.
"Wire not in favor of the law because
it's not policeablC;' said Jan Sherrill of
the center for the Study and Preventian
of Campus Violence (CSPCV), which
concluded its annual conference Jan. 11.
Major support for the bill comes from
students, parents, and faculty members
who say they need to know about local
crimes in order to protect themselves
from them.
Currently, only 352 of the 3,200 some two- and four year colleges in the
country bother to report crimes to the
'. Federal Bureau of.jnvestigation, which
. tracks criminal activities.
The quality of statistics, moreover, is
uneven. While one schoo.l may report
a crime committed on what is legally a
city-owned curb, another school may
decide not to report it asa "campus"

federal gavernment and the other 25
percent from the City of S1:. Louis.

StatsCreate .Problf!n s

crime. Consequently the former college,
appearing to be a dangerous sinkhole,
may have a harder time recruiting
students and faculty members than the
latter, which comes off looking like a
relatively pacific oasis of learning.
The result, students and experts seem
to agree, is a highly unrealistic image
of leafy, safe campuses in which
residents feel so secure that they don't
take basic security precautions.
"It's easy to get a false sense of security on campus;' said University of Wyoming student Amy Bell.
"Students often have' a false sense of
security on college and university campuses;' said Rep. Bill Goodling (R-Pa.),
who in September introduced the
federal bill that would require schools
to tell the public about the crimes committed in their communities.
"It's interesting that students do
things on campus that they would never
do at home," said Sherril of the CSPCV,
which is based at Towson State University in Maryland.
"You would never prop your front
door open for the pizza man or leave
the' window open for your boyfriend to
crawl through at home, yet it happens
routinely in the dorms;' Sherrill said.
Just such an incident sparked the cur-

rent move to. force colleges to confess
that Climes happen on ..:ampuses.
In 1985 Lehigh University freshman
Jeanne Clery was brutally beaten , raped
and murdered in her Pennsylvania dorm
room. Her attacker got into the dorm
because a pizza box was propping the
main door open, <tnd Clery's room re"
mained unlocked while she slept.
Jeanne's parents, Howard and Connie
Clery, sued Lehigh for negIigence"claiming that, given the dearth of crime
statistics, no one knew such an assault
was likely or even possible at the school.
They were awarded $2 million in an outof-court settlement.
The couple used the money to start
a non-profit organization, Security on
Campus, dedicated to help other universities improve campus safety measures.
Thanks to the Clerys' lobbying, Pennsylvania was the first state to require
schools to report crime statistics. The
bill became law in May, 1988.
Since then, Florida, Louisiana and
Tennessee have passed crime stat laws .
New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Missouri, California, and Delaware are
considering similiar laws. The penalty
for non-compliance would be $10,000,
except for Tennessee and New York,
where the fine would be $1,000.

Fewer Schools Divesting From-South Africa.
.by Kevin Kleine

theid;' the report noted.
A new federal law banning new U.S. investment in Sauth Africa and the contiPart one of a twa-part series
The number of campuses that have sold nuing exodus of U.S. firms from the
off shares in firms that do business in segregationist cauntry also dampened colsegregationist South Africa has dropped lege divestment activities .
considerably since mid-1986, the Investor ' Student activists, then, seem to be the
Responsibility Research Center (IRRC) victims of their own success, the report
said. They have "found it hard to convince
reports.
At the height of student protest of South their fellow students of the need to conAfrican apartheid in 1985, 32 schools tinue exerting pressure an their boards of
either revised old investment palicies or trustees to adopt divestment measures."
UM divestment is scheduled to be comadopted new ones to divest themselves of
shares in companies that had an economic plete by Jan. 11993 as part of a five- year
interest in South Africa, the Washington, plan that!Jegan in 1988. The signs slogans
and "shantytowns" that emerged among
D.C.-based JRRC said.
The University af Missouri System had the four campuses are memories now, but
about $75 million invested in companies students are still. struggling with addoing busines in Sauth Africa until pro- ministarators about issues af race. The
testers, mainly at the Columbia campus, Columbia campus saw one of the biggest
pressured the Board af Curators and UM demonstratians Jan 15. when students
System President C. Peter Magrath to im- protested the way Martin Luther King Day
plement a plan to divest the funds over was handled by UMC Chancellar HaSkel
a five-year period.
Monroe.
Since then, the number of schools adapBut Richard Knight of the AfriGa Fund,
ting new investment policies dropped from a New York-based anti-apartheid group,
says college activists still are pressing for
29 in 1986 to faur in 1989.
Several factors contributed to the drop in divestment, and, where that has been acdivestment activity, including the South camplished, are pushing their schools to
African government's decision in mid-1986 drop companies like IBM, Coca-Cola and
to crack down on the flow of information. General Motors that still distribute their
"Network news programs were no products in the country.
longer inundated with the graphic pictures
A policy was adopted by the UM
of white policemen beating black pro- Systems in 1985 that provided for the
testers with rubber whips and truncheons divestment of funds from campanies that
that had served so well to focus the U.S. did not meet the standards set by the Rev.
public's attention on the problem of apar- Leon Sullivan. That action did not 'satisfy
editor

student activists and eventually the Board
of Curatars adopted Magrath's plan for
divestment on Dec. 18, 1987 by a 5-2 ·
margin with curators John Lichtenegger
and Edwin Turner being the dissenters .
When UM implemented the plan,
Magrath cited three compelling reasons for
the divestment:
· "The decision to further divest flows
logically from the 1985 policy and affirms
a concern for the social and moral implications of the University of Missouri investment policy:'

·'The policies of the state of Missouri and
many other states and the nation, are based on an emerging concensus that the
South African racial and political situation
must change."
e"The University of Missouri is unequivocally committed to. equality af oppurtunity and to minority education and thism
action sends an indirect. but excedingly
poweli'ul message about our commitment."
Next Week: The state of the Universihfs
divestment and the effect of the divestment
movemen1 071 racial attitudes.

PROTEST:UM President C. Peter Magrath (foreground) and former UM-ST. Louis SGA Vice President Hillary Shelton (behinq Magrath) among Protesters
. on the' Columbia Campus in 1985. (File Photo)

Saturday 20
-The Rivermen vs Lincoln University at 7:30 p.m. in the Mark Twain
Building.
.

Monday 22

Columnist Doubles As Santa

by Chuck

...
watch your child open these presents
that you paid money for and then
see your child try to eat them. Then
watch him play with cardboard .
boxes, bows and wrapping paper for
the rest of the day:
by Julio West
But in a ....'ay, this was the best
cofumnist
christmas for me in a long time. It
also makes me feel old. I will have
Welcome Baaaaack..
.
to be Santa for at least the next
. I hope everyone had a mce hohday decade. If we have more kids it may
season. I did. But not bec~use I got , be two de~ad es before I'm done bea lot of gifts but because thlS was the ing Santa.
/
.
It's funny how quickly you can -go
. first tirrie I got to be Santa:
When you are growmg up It seems from looking for something to do
like Christmas never comes soon next weekend to looking for longenough. Santa, Santa, Santa_.
term investment potential of life inThen as you go through high surance policies.
school and beyond, Santa IS g o n e . .
.
You still get gifts but it's not the
How qUickly you can go from C.illrying books around to canymg
same.
Then one day you have kids and around anything that will pay the
bills until you finish .a degree.
you become Santa ..
But you have to get ahead to pay
My son had his first birthday on
for being Santa last christmas, and
Christmas eve.
Christmas morning we took him if you really get ahead you save for
into the living room. We put all the next christmas.
But when their eyes light up,
presents under the tree while he was
asleep so he was very surprised to somehow you don't mind working six
days a week, going to school and
see the presents under the tree.
lt was an amazing experience to considering a part-time job.

.CQ.ftq"o) loa;

-The Riverwomen vs SIU-Edwardsville at 7 p.m. in the Mark
Twain Building.
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·"Sexism in Academic Styles of Learning" is the topic of a lecture
given by Dr. David Bleich from the University of Rochester. The program is part of the Monday Noon Series. Individuals are invited to
bring lunch. The event will be held in room 229 of the J.C. Penney
Building. For more information, call Sally Fitt"gerald at x5180.

West's
Side Stories

o

o
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o

·Premiere Performances continues its with a concert be clarinetist
Gervase De Peyer at 8 p.rn. at the Ethical Society, 9001 Clayton Road.
The program includes works Schumann, Brahms, Michael Cave,
. Debussy, and FranCis Poulenc. For ticket information, call x5818.

Thursday 25 .

o

o

-And All That Jazz. The Harry Connick, Jr. Jazz Trio will perform
for one concert only at Westport Playhouse at 8 p.m. At 21, Connick is widely considered the hottest young jazz star today. Tickets
are $18.50 and are available at all Tickets NOw and Dial-a-Tix loca tions. Proceeds benefit KETCICahnnel 9.
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WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations,,: clubs, frats, sororitites
Call OCMC at 1 (800) 932-0528 I 1 (800) 950-8472 ext.1

Youreyes are
important,
and so

$

$

Student Investment Trust
S.1. T.
Orientatton Meeting
Wednesday January 24
11 . 2 In The Summit lounge

"If .. ..Ii ••ly pUlnley pusllh

I

,eruul emil ia yoar Iii. , , •

LET US HEL.P YOU!"

is your
yearly
f?ye
exam.
The ...

FREE TEST-can
de'ect pregnancy 10 day. alter i' begin II

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
provides co~te
eye care, inckJding
eyegla~es and

Professional counseling & asslslance

'
(I

•

ALL s~i' •• FREE and confidential
.

.
•.".......,._,~,

contact lenses.

51. Louis: . - . - - .962·5300
lIallwln: .... . . 227-2266
IIrldgeton.. ... 227-8775
St. Charleo: . . .. 724-1200
Hampton South, .9 62-3653

UM-St. LOUis students,
faculty, staff, students" and
alumni receive a 20%
discount on aU
professional services.

RESEARCH
nFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Cdlalog Today wi1h Visa / Me or COO

IW.!IIill. 8~,q.:~~~ "~~~~2

Phone 553·5131

Or . rush $2.00 10 Research Information
r '·,1; 'r.,1110 Ave '(DbA. l.05 Angeles . C,\ 9002J

I'm Here'
When You Need Me

Help manage an $11,000 real
money portfOliO
We need your investment ideas
Everyone is welcome

For more- information
call Tom at 946-2532
$

SAT. NITE '

Com~dians
(Groups of 20 or more free with student I.D.,Resrvations Required)
.
Must Be 21 Years Of Age

837-1181

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
,
AVAILABLE

LIMITED SEATING

,I

.

.(gJ
The Automatic Teller

2 SHOWS EVERY
SATURDAY 8 PM & 10 PM
Touring

.'

CIRRUS.

COM EDY CLUB
Featuring The ' Very Best
In local and National

~:::::::========~"

TAVERN COMPANY &
COMEDY CLUB

Normandy Bank Customers get your application at the facility in University Center or call us at.3835555. If you have youracco~ntatanother bank, yourATM card can be used at the machine in University Center if It has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

11601 W. FLORISSANT

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. ~OUIS, MO 63121

ADMISSION $2.00
with student 1.0.·
383-5555
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Holiday Success

I>INNtKS

StudentS at UM-St. Louis had a day off for Martin Luther
King day for the first time since the advent of the holiday. But
protests at the Columbia campus indicate that the University's
policy is still out of synch with the wishes of the students.
Last fall, The Board of Curators voted to allow the individual
campuses to cancel classes, but the rest of the campus to remain open. Chancellor Marguerite Barnett should be c:ommeded for her leadership in meeting the wishes of students while
at the same time upholding the University's image of being a
minority advocate.
The St. Louis campus was the first campus to make steps
to satisfy the unrest the observance of (or lack of) the holiday
has caused on the four campuses. Students here seem to be
content with how the holiday is handled, with the exception
of starting back to school early. The administration should continue its efforts to bring ed4cational programs on civil rights
issues like the ones started'this year to the students.

~\),(I

Sour Grapes
Why is Rolla businessman John Powell so upset over the addition of an engineering program at UM-St. Louis? Probably
because fewer students at Rolla means fewer dollars to line the
pockets of area businesses.
In towns like Rolla and Columbia, so many businesses exist
only to bleed students dry. Powell's business may not be one
of those, but surely he feels the crunch of fewer students in
Rolla.
The thing Powell fails to see is that the program at UM -St.
Louis will serve students who would not or could not attend
UMR. Why should St. Louis give up an engineering program
because businesses in Rolla are crying over fewer students to
rob blind? It seems hard to believe that Powell's concern for
Missouri . taxpayers is greater than his concern for his
pocketbook.
Governor John Ashcroft and University officials·will be on
campus next week to make an anouncement about the St. Louis
engineering program. Hopefully they will see that the opposition to the program is outweighed by the need for it in St. Louis.
Maybe the businesses in towns such as Rolla and Columbia
should consider giving the students a break instead of milking them for every penny they can. A lot more students would
be able to attend school away from home then. In tum, they
wouldn't see a decrease in their profits.

CPS

Letters Policy
The Current welcomes letters to the
edito[ The miter's student number
and phone number must accompany
all letters. Non-students must also include their phone numbers. Letters
should be no longer than two typed,
double-spaced pages. No unsigned
letters will. be published, but the

author's name can be withheld by
request.
The current reserves the right to
edit all letters for space and style
consideration. The current reserves
the right to refuse publication of
letters.

~...,--

The Cnnient is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertising rates are available
upon request by contacting tl<8 Current business office aty (314) 553-5175.
Space resevations for advertisements must be recieved by noon the Monday
prior to publication.
'i
. .
.
.
The Current is finaoced In part by Student ActiVity Fees and IS not an official publication of the University of Missouri. The University is not reponsible for the content or policies of the Current.
Editorials published in the paper reflect the opinions of the editorial staff.
Columns and commentaries reflect the opinions of the individual writers.
All materials contained in this issue are the property of the Current and
. cannot be reproduced or reprinted without the expressed written consent of
the Current and its staff.

© 1989 by the Current
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Every year as the King celebration
rolls -around, for what seems an eternity, we are bombarded with endless
tribute and ballyhooing of a man who
openly advocated breaking the law. The
only reason' King is still famous today
is because he· had the misfortune of
meeting an assassin's bullet

Barb Braun
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The truth of the matter is that King
was about as religious as Jimmy Swaggert. He is reported to have had multiple affairs and to have beaten a woman
the night before his assassination.
Criticizing the King holiday has
become a difficult matter. Millions of
people disagree. with the holiday but are
afraid to express their feelings for fear
of being called racist Many others fear
violent confrontations from militant
black organizations.
Rev. Jesse Jackson said on the Connie Chung show last fall that an entire
generation of white males has been
brought up to believe that their rights
have suffered at the hands of blacks.
Jackson claimed that to be a myth. But
it is the truth and obviously the
Supreme Court among others agrees
that and end must come to this reverse
discrimination. The High Court, in what
many consider to be a victory, has struck
dow~ several laws dealing with Affir
mative Action and civil rights.

David Workman

Laura EichhQrst

.,

Oblivion

I have had enough
-- of all thIS.
hullabaloo about Martin Luther King
Day. The time has come for the public
to realize that this so called national
holiday is a farce. This holiday is not a
"Holiday for an entire nation;' as Coretta Scott King, the widow of the late
Rev. Martin Luther King, proclaims; it
is a holiday for a special interest group.

editor

Felicia Swiener
Deon Wortham

------------------------~

The Dream, is dead!

Kevin Kleine

Cathy Dey
David Barnes
Kiril David Dickinson
Thomas Laufer
Joseph G. Pickard
John Ryan
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Columnist Disputes Holiday's Validity
by Shawn M. Foppe
managing editor

#1 Blue Metal Office Building
8001 Natural Bridge Rd.
St. Louis MO, 63121
(314) 553-5174

Shawn M. Foppe
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Photographers:
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The fact remains. Martin Luther King
was not the most important person to
the civil rights movement. Rosa Parks
and others are what the movement was
about. Further; many blacks do not
recognize King as the primary symbol
of Afro-American leadership. Kelly
McKee, vice-president of the Organization of Black Student Journalists told
the CUITent last fall that, "Martin Luther
King did not represent real black leadership: '

The Court and many others feel that
whites should not suffer from reverse
disClimination through some perverse
attempt to try and balance the scales of
racism.

This re-examination of Affirtmative
Action has caused many to question why
we halJe a national holiday for King
when we do not have one for John F.
Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Rosa Parks,
NATO day, Thomas Jefferson, Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Benjamin Franklin, UN
day, Constitution day, etc. These are all
days that rank equally important if not
more than King's bilthday.
In addition, the government has blurred Washington and Lincoln's birthdays
together so much that many students
do not know the difference between the
two. How inappropriate that these two
men should ha\'e to share a common
holiday. Washington was a military man
who benefited from war and enjoyed
militarv action, he kept slaves and was
the fa-ther of our country. Lincoln
despised war and used it only
a last
resort, he freed the slaves and would not
have liked Washington had the two been
contemporaries.
We do not get either of their birthday's off or President's Day which is the
official celebration of their birthdays.
The reason King Day became a national holiday is the Congress got tired
of the demonstrations and decided to
award a token holiday for blacks. There
was no national movement and there
was certainly no majority.

If indeed the civillight!inovement is
Racism is wrong, but the children important enough to warrant a national
should not have to suffer for the sins of holiday, then let's have Civil Rights Day.
the forefathers. That is what affirmative The'holiday could focus around the enaction does and thankfully, the courts tire civil rights movement of blacks,
will most likely strike down all legisla- . women and all ethnic races. King would
tion relating to that abominable atrocity. certainly be a part of that celebration,

but he would not he the whole celebration. This celebrtation would be much
closer to what King dreamed of.

If King were to come back today, I
believe that he would not approve of
King Day. In his "I have a dream"
speech, King talked about the day when
children of all races would play together
as one. His goal was for a united people where racial differences were not
important.
If there is one day to point out the
distinct differences between whites and
blacks, it is King Day. It is a day that
seperates the races and causes resentments by many whites.
The holiday also serves to overshadow
. the legitimate accomplishments of
olacks: David Dinkins-the first black
mayor of New York. Terrence Smallthe first black president of Student
Govenment Association, Marguerite
Ross Barnett-the first black female
'chancellor at UM-SL Louis, and
Marian Oldham and Eva Louis
Frazer-black female presidents of the
Board of Curators of the University of
Missouri.
The debate over King Day will exist
for sometime to co·me. Congress is not
very likely to revoke the holiday and
staunch conservatives are not likely to
approve of it. Until a compromise is
reached, King Day will serve to seperate
the races and stand in the way of a
dream fulfilled. You shall not overcome, ,
you shall simply make a nuisance of
yourself.

,

.
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AEON· recruits enthusiastic professionals to teach conversational English
in one of our 150 branch schools located throughout Japan.
- Positioins are fully salaried with
benefits and housing assistance .
- BA/ BS required. ESl teaching experience and / or Japanese
language prefered; not required.
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in January
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ticket and program information.
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HOW ABOUT THESE FEATURES:

-FREE HEAT
-PRIVACY GATE WITH GATE ATTENDANT
-BI-STATE BUS STOP ON SITE
-POOL AND TWO LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
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-FLEXIBLE LEASES
-1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
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Archaeological Dig Bones Up On History
- by. Kevin Kleine

.

from a gas station built on top of
the gravesite in the 1950s.
Joe Nixon, director 'of ttTe
A graveyard is supposed to be Missouri Ar~haeological Survey, is
one's final rest:ing place. That is in charge of excavating the bones
unless you happen to be buried ' al;ld analyzing them at UM-St.
long ago in a large city with an Lou~s. .
ever-changing landscape like St.
Nixon IS. a member of the GoverLouis.
nor's Unmarked Burial Committee,
Bones that were unearthed at a a seven member group·that deals
construction site in the city at Mar- with finds of this nature.
.
tin Luther King Dr. and Jefferson
"A private citizen called me
Ave. have created some concern because he knew I am on the comover their final resting place. Their mittee;' Nixon said. "So I went
place just happens to be ~n down and inspected the sit(;l.
taminated with gasoline products (
The contamination of the al3a
editor

creates several problems that most
archaeologists dont have to deal
with. Fumes from the contaminated dirt at the site were
making workers light-headed, so
organic filter masks and protective '
paper suits are being used to com- .
bat the problem."
"While it's not unusual for
historic burials to be discoverd in
the city, it is unusual fa ' them to
be contaminated;' Nixon said. "So
in a sense it is unusual for us to do
this. We're monitoring the parts
per million out there and doing
what we can to protect our peo-

'OEM BONES: Bones turned up during excavation of land for a parking lot located on
Jefferson Avenue in NOrth St. Louis. (Photo by Michelle McMurray)

pie. It's not vey pleasant down
The process involved to get to
there."
the bone requirespatience as well.
For the average person, visions After the overburden of concrete
of Indiana Jones are conjured up has been removed, seven feet of
when Archaeology is mentioned . earth is excavated to get to the
Nixon and his team don!t travel the level of the bones. The site has to
world to fight NAZis. They're air out before the workers can
scientists with a job to do. For Nix- begin removing bones because
on, the most importa'nt aspect of fumes from the dig are too conthis particular job is to get the centrated. the high winds last
bones back into the ground so week helped ventilate and dry out
they can have a final resting place. the area.
"Our main focus at this point is
Before the bones can be reburried, they will be tested for age, to get the burials out;' Nixon said.
sex, race, lesions, breaks size and "They're losing a lot of time with
posture. Nixon said that it would equipment and people just sitting
. be difficult to tell how long the around ."
bones have been buried.
The next step in the process is
"We might be able to if we find to clean the bones thouroughly
a headstone or two," he explained. before they are examined. Once
"Otherwise, there's no way to tell. the hazardous waste is removed,
They've reached a point where the people at the Archaeological
they're totally deteriorated and Survey can use maps of the arEia
there's nothing left but skeletons. to determine where the people in
Skeletal material decays so slow- the graves came from.
ly that you ' really can't approx"There are a lot of rumors flying
imate."
around about who they are, where
The find was bigger than Nixon . they're from and what religion they
had expe~ted. Originally he had were;' Nixon said. " we haven't adthought that only three or four. dressed that question yet and we
won't until construction has
skeletons existed at the site.
"Now we're up into the low 30s started again: '
and we're not finished by any'
An osteologist will be called in
means yet;' he said.
to determine the sex and age of
An archaeological dig is a slow, the skeletons. Under the right cirmeticulous process and the con- cumstances, Nixon said that about
tamination makes the job more dif- two skeletons could be analyzed
ficult. But it is too early to tell hoW each .day. Small details are searchmuch work is yet to be done. Nix- ed for to give the archaeologists
on said that if the job proves to be clues about the characteristics of
much bigger than anticipated, a each of the people who were
more expedient method of buried at the site.
"There's a ridge at the base of
removal may be implemented .
Not many artifacts have been the skull that's more pronounced
found at the site. Usually buckles in males;' Nixon said. "There are
and jewelry turn up at grave sites, pelvic differences between males
but to date they' have only found and females also. The mastoid proa few buttons made of bone. "it cess (chewing) is also more prowasn't the contamination that nounced in males. We look at all
deteriorated everything, simple these things and there will protime took care of that;' Nixon said. bably be some individuals in gray
"Perhaps the gasoline stabilized areas, but we can get a pretty
the bones, creating a sterile en- good idea;' he said.
The sutures in the skull are a
vironment. I don't know I've never
soaked bones in gas before to see good indicator of age, Nixon said,
because they change all
'1at it would do to them."

Cable TV

Higher Educalion Comes Home
by Laura Berardino

features editor
Sarah glanced at the clock on the
mantel. Class would start in forty
minutes. Briefly she wondered whether
she was should get dressed or not.
Shmgging, she decided it wouldn't matter if she choose to go to class naked
~ince none of her fellow classmates
would see her today.
the given time, Sarah plopped
n on the couch pen in one hand
d remote control in the other. She
flipped on the television set and skimmed the channels until she reached the
educational channel. The program was
just starting. As the man on the screen
started talking, Sarah staIted scribbling
notes in her notebook.
Sarah was going to school in her living room. The man on the television
screen was her professor.or rather one
of her professors. The professor on
cable teaches at another 4[liversity and
was prerecorded especially for home
viewing.
Her other professor is provided by the

~
~

university that is sponsoring the program in her area. This professor will
work with Sarah on a one to one basis,
assign homellKlrk, answer any questions,
and grade tests.
Sarah is just one of many college
students around the country jumping on
the bandwagon to get a higher education via cable.
"The are approximately 3,000 colleges and universities of higher education in the United States, about twothirds of them use telecourses, telecommunications, or some sort of a video
presentation in some way, shape, or
fonn; ' Dr. Carla Lane Continuing '
Education SpecialTst said. .
Tho years ago, the UM-St. Louis
campus joined ranks with the rest of the
nation when it began it's own pilot program under the direction of Dr. Blanche Touhill, Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs. Dr. Carla Lane, who.
. has since taken the program under her
wing, has helped secure eight courses
which have a wide range of subject variety. There is everything fwm business to
philosophy to education.

"With the courses we've got, there's .
practically no one on this campus who
couldn't take our courses and they're all
residental credit. They're all certified by
a particular school, taught by an instructor who nonnally teaches the course."
Lane said.
Lane has also managed to make the
courses available not only to the greater
St. Louis area but st. Charles, St.
Peters, and Jefferson County as well.
Currently she is working on making
the courses available in illinois, "We
don't have to charge out-of-state fees
because we're extension:'
Currefltly, the program is trying it's
wings in a national pilot program that
started on Januarv thirteenth. Entitled,
"Basic Education: leaching the Adult;'
the course instructs educators on how
to teach basic reading, writing, and
arithmetic skills to adults.
The course is uplinked, or beamed up
from Columbia, !llissoUli where the
master tapes are located to a satellite,
Telestar N. Thlestar IV downlinks, or
sends the signals back to earth to a
downlink site, such as a cable station or

Re's olutions Made Easy
by Greg Albers

columnist
The alarm rings as loud as the
bells of S1. Mary's. You crawl out of
bed and scrape the fuzz off your
tongue. It's New Year's Day. You promised yourself you'd go jogging today. You said you'd go jogging everyday. You're also going to quit smoking and lose weight. It feels like
there's a war going on inside YOllr
head and you're losing.
Oh hell, you can start tommorrow.
New Years day doesn't really count
anyway.
The previous scenario probably
sounds at least vaguely familiar to
most people. By ·the time you read
this column, it will be three weeks
into the new year. Know what that
means? Ninety-five percent of all New
Year's resolutions will have already
been broken.
vVhat is it that makes people go
through this torture every year?
Nearly everyone does it even
though they know their efforts will
be futile. Sure there are some people who manage to keep their resolutions for the whole year. They have
my respect. I suspect they may be a
little neurotic, but they ' have my
respect just the same. For the majority of us, however, resolutions are
a yearly ritual of self-deception we

can't seem to live without.
We start out with the best of intentions, convinced we really can improve ourselves because it's a new
year and a new beginning. We may
be able to keep the resolution for a
few weeks, maybe even a month if we
are detennined enough. But then,
being human, we slip. We bargain
with ourselves, saying we're too tired
to work out today, but we'll do a little extra the next day. But then, the
next day comes and you just don't
have the time. Then you say, "Well,
I've already blown this resolution, ]'11
just change it to try to workout more
often." Tile excuses come easier and
easier as the days go on. Finally you
say it's hopeless and that next year
you'll do better.
There's something about the
beginning of a new year that makes
people think they're better people
than they were before. It's as if there
is something magical that happens
when the calendar changes, and '
people are suddenly convinced that
they are going to be perfect.
Well friends, I hate to be the
bearer of bad news, but you are still
the same person you were in 1989.
A different year on the morning
newspaper doesn't mean everything
else will change.
People use New Years resolutions
as an excuse not to make .changes

in their lives during the rest of the
year. Then when the new year
comes, they decide to become a
totally different person. Drastic
lifestyle changes rarely work. Change
must come gradually. You can't just
wake up and suddenly lose all your
vices simply because you tum a page
of the calendar.
Instead of changing your whole life
in one day, just change the day. 11)'
to do a little something every day. It
doesn't have to be anything major,
try walking to the store instead of
driving. Or maybe read a book in·
stead of watching the tube. YOll don't
have to make a formal vow, like your
resolution. Just try ID make your life
a little better in a small way.
If you do this instead of making
outlandish resolutions you know you
won't keep, you'll avoid the selfinflicted low self-esteem caused by
dwelling on all the things you could
be doing better, and you'll avoid the
disappointment of another resolution tossed aside.
Instead, you'll be feeling better
about yourself in a small way knowing that every little bit makes a
difference.
So relax. Forget about the
pressures of trying to keep a resolution . It doesn't take much ID make
small improvements. Just one day.

a satellite dish.
Although the basic idea of a national
telecourse sounds simple, Lane points
out some of the administrative difficulties involved.
"There's an awful lot of problems that
go along with it, not so much the interaction between instructor and
students as is the problem of finding
down link sights where students can go
and view."
"The second thing is how do they interact and so we put together audio con·
ferences;' Students are required to participate in four audio teleconferences.
Lane, who has a major in advertising
and has worked for a national advertising finn stated that the most difficult
aspect of marketing this type of curriculm on a nationalle.vel has been the
lack of funds for advertising."All of the
marketing has been without putting out
much money at alL" To solicit interest,
Lane has presented the program to
various organizations and associations.
Advertising for the program on a local
level has also hindered Lane. She has
tried such tactics as talking to student

Cruise

organizations such as Student Government Association and tlied placing
notices on the bulletin boards. Her hard
diligence is beginning to payoff as
enrollment increases on a regular basis.
"When students find out about this,
they ask wh y I didn't tell them about it
before. I keep saying it's because I didn't
have enough money to advertise."
Once a student has taken a
telecourse, they often return for another.
They sight the benefits oLIe.<;s tuition
because they're not re.<;ponsible for activities fees. Looking for a parking space
is rarely a problem. If they bave a VCR,
they can view class at any given time.
Students who don't subscribe to cable
can check out the ViiS recordings of
the classes.
Another bonus is that classes go on
eight week cycles instead of sixteen.
This allows students who need to drop
a course capable of making it up without
losing time and money.
Although it sounds fantastic, Lane is
quick to point out that students must
learn how to manage their time.
"You're put in charge of your own

Ign~tes

by Mike Van Roo

movie reviewer
Oliver Stone's latest movie entry deals
with the courageous story of Vietnam
war veteran Ron Kovie's self-titled
autobiography, Born on the Fourth of
July.
This powerful film stars Tom Cruise
(In by far his best movie role to date)
as Ron Kovic, who suffers a fate far
worse than death as he is severly wounded in Vietnam and must make some
huge sacrifices and readjustment.<; in his
life following his crippling injuries.
The movie starts out as it shows a
young Kovic (played by Bryan Larkin)
growing up in Massapequa, N.Y., engaged in that time-honored tradition of
playing "Anny" with some of hi.!f·friends
in the local woods of the neighborhood,
complete with the accustomed sound effects of "Bang-Bang, You're dead" spewed forth like so many generations of
young soldiers before them imitating
their Saturday afterngon movie heroes
like John Wayne and Audie Murphy.
In fact, a scene shOwing the young
'Kovic caught up in the idolatry of watching a John Wayne army movie was cut
from the film.
Another major early scene shows the
young Kovic attending a Fourth of July
parade with his parents in a scene that
could have easily been taken from a
Nonnan Rockwell painting.
One scene during the parade emphasized the young Kovic sitting atop

throughout life.
"Some of the other bones, like
the ball and socket in the hip,
change with age;' he explained.
"Also there are some degenerative
diseases like arthritis that you can
see evidence of on the bone:'
Nixon hopes to learn something
about the developing technology
of the past in addition to finding
out facts about the bones.
"We're certainly learning a lot
about gas tanks of the 50s - they
leak. I'm sort of concerned
because when you think of a filling station, the res also oil, grease
transmission fluid and brake fluid
Where's it? We simply don't know.
It smells like gasoline, but maybe
the smell is masking the smell of
brake fluid or whatever."
The' bones will be reburried at
Calvary Cemetary, which does
other reburials of similar nature.
The monsignor has guaranteed
that they will be properly reburied,
whether or nor they are determined to be catholic.
"The ultimate goal is reburial,
the sanctity of the grave approach.
They're being thrown out of their
graves over here, w e need a little
bit of data, but let's put them back
at rest somew he re else."

learning."
Students are only required to go to
school for the First Day Semina[ Lane
lectures them on how to use teleco urses
effectively. "I tell them not to eat or have
family members in the room with them."
Then the students get a chance to
meet their professOl: After this initial
meeting. they are responsible for getting
ahold of their professor if there are any
questions or problems.
Student, are also responsible for making it to e;xams.
Meanwhile, Lane contends that we've
yet to reach our full potential in the use
of telecourses. She's sees it becoming
more common arnong high 5chools and
colleges as the number of teachers
decreases.
Sarah tum ed off the television. Flipping through her notes, she frowned.
She picked up the reciever and quickl y
dialed. "Hello. Professor Smith I was
wondering if you could hel p me with a
problem .....

In 'Fourth Of July'

the shoulders of his father peering at a
group of war veterans parading by, many
of them missing arms and legs, and the
strained grimaces they had when
firecrackers were being set off, an ob·
vious side-effect to the noise of battle
they encountered.

An irony to this pmt of the movie has
the real Ron Kovi c in a brief cameo role
with that group of soldiers going by and
that scene would be duplicated by Tom

See CRUISE, page 6
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Cruise later in the movie.
Cruise finally enters the picture as the
movie shifts to Kovic's high school days.
Cruise is almost unrecognized as his
hair is cut short to emulate the clean
cut look of a typical male high school
teenager of the mid 1960s.
With the Vietnam War in the infant
stages, Cruise decides to enlist in the
Marines much to the dissent of his
parents (excellently played by Raymond
J. Barry and Caroline Kava) who raised
him in the small town, middle class
,
Catholic upbringing.'
The patriotic fervor drummed into
Kovic comes to the surface as he tells
his father that his duty to go off to war
is something for which he had waited
his whole life.
The main emphasis of the movie is
how Kovic had to rehabilitate himself
both mentally and physically after he
was shot in the spine, crippling him for
life.
.
The scenes in Vietnam leading up to
Kovic's injury are given a somewhat
secondary status in regards to the
movie, but it shows that war is a reaJ
thing and it's not like a Saturday afternoon jaunt in the woods with the local
school churns.
Two repeated images show Kovic
leading a group of men into a Vietnamese village and accidently killing
many women and children, plus I{ovic's
own confusion in the war by accidently
killing one of his own men.
Some of the most shocking and gripping scenes in the movie show the utterly awful sanitary conditions that men
like Kovic had to endure once they were
sent back home to VA hospitals.
Kovic's die-hard patriotic attitude
soon changes along with the rest of the
country at that time, as he realizes that
sending innocent men, fathers, brothers,
sons, and uncles half-way around the
world to die in a war that they had no
business being in at all, should be made
a national concern.
Two other potent scenes worth
noting are when Kovic comes back
home after his stay in the VA Hospital
and confronts his mother about the horrors of war and the lost of his manhood
to a snipers bullet.
And when Cruise is in Mexico and has
to realize that his lost manhood will be
forever more as he tries to engage with
a prostitute.
This movie has a lot of strong acting
in it from all the principal members of
the cast. Tom Cruise should easilv win
an Academy award nomination fo~ best
actor and could walk off with the top
prize later this spring.
There are many good cameo roles,
especially William Dafoe, who plays a

crippled Vietnam vet living in bitterness
at retreat for crippled soldiers in Mexico. His scene with Cruise rolling around
on the ground arguing about who's
more qualified to kill women and babies
in war leaves a lasting impression.
Other quick cameos to look for include Tom Berenger who plays a Marine
recruiter who sells Kovic on the idea of
enlisting in the Marines; the late Abbie
Hoffman who plays what else, a college
protester of the 1960s; and if look close
enough, you'll see Oliver Stone portraying a television correspondent who interviews Dale Dye (last seen in Platoon
'and Casualties of War) as a military officer in the early days of Vietnam and
how the U.S. was doing the right thing
by being over there.
But most of all this is Tom Cruise's
movie. His emotional changes from
naive high schooler to gung-ho soldier,
to crippled war vet, to bitter war vet, to

protesting war vet, to outspoken war vet,
leave no doubt that the horrors of war,
no matter of what era or generation, can
never be fictionilizeji too much, or ever
downplayed too liffie.
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Oliver Stone has quickly become one
of the best directors today as his recent
movie;; such as Platoon, Wall Street,
and Born on the Fourlh of July have all
dealt with social issues that thread
through the mainstream of recent U.S.
history.
And as Alan Aida stated on an early
M'A'S'H episode from years ago in
which he was involved in a discussion
with another doctor who was in his third
war in Korea, they raised there glasses
in a toast and AIda said "To World War
None:'
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Professional Dancers,
Singers Who Move,
Musical Theatre Performers

CONGRATULATIONS

Mi~~C:~HO EX~~~IOW
=

All our world's a stage and we're casting professionals to be
a part of the magic at Walt Disney World'" Resort in Florida,

==
=
=

Tim Dencker

=

Tim Flynn

=
=

Angela Pai

-

=

-

We would like to congratulate these outstanding accounting
graduates of the University of Missouri - st. Louis who will
be joining Ernst & Young.

=

To qualify, you must be at least 18 by May 1. 1990. Bring
current, non-returnable resume and photo. Requirements:
singers and musical theatre performers memorize two vocal
selections (one ballad, one uptempo) and bring vocal sheet
music in your best key. Accompanist provided; no tapes,
Singers must have movement ability and may be asked to
lealTI at least one movement combination, Bring dance
attire, Dancers are taught dance combjoations.

ST. LOUIS, MO

=

January 22 (Monday) 9AM
Callback January 23 (Tuesday)
The Center of Contemporary Arts
524 Trinity (University City)
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professionals.
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We are proud to call them our colleagues.

No appointment necessary. If you have questions, call
Walt Disney World'" Auditions at 407/ 345-5701
Monday - Friday, 10AM-4PM.
corh~ W:tlt Disney' Company
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Before you buya!ypewriter
it pays to do your llomeworl~
[ZJ 1;000 Character MernaI)'
[ZJ 24 Character Display
[ZJ Insert
[ZJ Spell-Right'" 50JOOO Word
Electronic Dictionary

,..

[ZJ Full-Line Correction
[ZJ Correcting Cassette
[ZJ Right Ribbo,n System'·

CELEBRATION

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!
DAYTONA BEACH

Erom

[ZJ Aut() CenterlReturn
[Z] Relocate
[ZJ Auto Underscore
- [ZJ End of Page Warning
[2J Dual Pitch
[ZJ Bi-Directional Print
[ZJ Stop Codes
[ZJ Memol)' BatteI)' Back-Up

IZl WordFind®

IZI Bold Print

[ZJ List

[Z] Forward/Reverse Index \
[Z] Auto Half-Space
I

lZl WordEraser'"

St29*

THE REEF AND CAROUSEL HOTELS & KITCHENETTES' 7 NIGHTS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

fro m

St29 *

SHERATON CONDO & HOTEL, GULF VIEW, LANDFALL TOWER, SAIDA CONDOS, HOLIDAY INN • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

from

StOt *

SHADOW RUN CONDOS OR OVERLOOK HOTEL· 2, 5 OR 7 NIGHTS WITH ALL LIFTS - PICNIC - RACE

FORT LAUDERDALE

from

St32*

LAUDERDALE BEACH HOTEL' 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

f r om

St27 *

HILTON HEAD ISLAND BEACH & TENNIS RESORT CONDOS· 7 NIGHTS

CORPUS CHRISTI/MUSTANG ISLAND

Erom s g g *

PORT ROYAL OCEAN RESORT CONDOS· 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

DON1T DELAY!

CENTRAL SPRING BREAK ~~}~ INFORMATION &RESE8VATIONS

1-800-321-5 911
7AM·7PM M-Th, 7AM-5PM Fri, 9AM·5PM Sat, Mountain Standard Time
Reservations may be made by credit card

.~~dIJ
24 HOUR FAX RESERVATIONS (505) 225-1514
... DependJrJ9 on break dales alld renglh of slay

Today's aSSignment is quite Simple. And quite
rewarding. Just study the remarkable features of the
Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with .
other typewriters.
'
After all, how many comparably priced type-.
vvriters give you word processing capabilities like
Display and Memory, so you can edit] revise and
make your work letter-perfect. And ay to find the
Spell-Righte 50,000_word Electronic Dictionary

or the exclusive fumble-free Correcting Cassette on
anything but a Smith Corona typewriter.
Though we've packed all these features into a
portable that Weighs under 14 pounds, we')/e been
able to keep the cost equally lightweight.
The versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes
buying a typewriter
:l1·j·11111E SMITli
, the easiest aSSignment ~ CORON~
you'll ever have.
TOMORROWS1'ECHNOLOGY
•
ATYOURTOUGI-

Fm mort' mformallon on {'hI.": prlldull, wrL!('lu Smith Comn., Corrori'~l\H), 6S l} II'::u\( Avcnur. New C.ln.l.111. CT ()tlS..Hl r
.
.or Smuh CO{OIl'''' Can;ltb. 4·10 T;'p:;(!ln Rn<,d, ~albollIU~h. Ont.lrlll, C lIl.1J:1 1\., I f\ \ Y-l

I
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UMSLTeams Have Bad Week In B-Ball
I

by Mike Van Roo

associate sports editor
Last week .turned out to be a long
one for both the men's and women's '
basketball teams of the University of
Missouri-St. Louis. They lost all six

.

\

games they played.
. On Jan .' 8, The UM-SL Louis
- Rivermen lost to next-state rival
Southern llii'nois University-Edwardsville ;
87-77. The game was played at McKendree College in Lebanon, n. because of
water damage to SlUE's Vadabalene

Center.
The Rivermen reid a 49-39 halftime
advantage over the Cougars, but were
beset by turnovers in the second half.
"We let the game slip away;' head
coach Rich Meckfessel said. "We turn- .
ed the ball over too many times in the
second half'
The Rivermen were' lead by Von
Scales and James Williams who each
.had 20 points in the game. Williams
scored 16 of his points in the first half
and also added 5 rebounds for the
game.
On the same night, the UM-St. Louis
Riverwomen dropped an 114-82 decision at home in the Mark Twain
Building to Missouri Western.
The Riverwomen had an awful night
in shooting the ball as they·could only
. hit 28 shots out of 79 for a percentage
, of 35 per cent.
\
, Sophomore .Thmmy Putnam had a
. season high of 21 points, while Lisa
. Houska chipped in 13 . .
On Jan: 10, both teams traveled down
to Cape Girardeau 'to face SO!ltheast
M~ouri State and both fell victims.
The Rivermen lost to the Indians
92-76, and the Riverwomen lost to the
Otahkians 89-63.
,l
This past Saturday, UM-St. Louis
played host to the Northeast Missouri
State Bulldogs at the Mark 1\vain
Building.
. In the first game, the Riverwomen lost
a tough decision to the Lady Bulldogs
on a last second 3-point shot at the
buzzer 109-106.
The Riverwomen took a 62-56
halftime lead in the game thanks to
some fine outside shooting. They hit 23
· of 38 shots for 61 pe cent, and they hit
·3 of 5 three point shots for 60 per cent
in that first half.
The Riverwomen were lead in scoring by Monica Steinhoff (for the 10th
f.rte in l3 games this season) with 29
, ,Joints. She also nailed 5 of 10 three
point shots.

The Riverwomen also got fine performances from Kim Cooper who had 26
pam anaS Tebo un s; Cisa ROUSKa
with 21 points and 15 assists; and Thrn· my Putnam who had 6 points and 12
rebounds.
Earlier in the week, Lisa Houska
_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; became the all-time assist leader at
UM-St. Louis by surpassing Kris
Wilmesher's four year total of 369. Just
a junior, Houska has a great shot at sur-

What's Next

Men's 8askf!tball: 1-IOME against

\
\

\
I

\

\

\

Lincoln University, Jan 20, 7:30 p.m.
- St. Louis Cardinars pitcher Greg
Mathews will sign 'autographs during 'halftime and spectators wearing Cardinals apparel will be admitted for one dollar. UM-St. Louis
students get in free. HOME against
Southwest Baptist, Jan. 24, 7:30
p.m.

passing Gina Gregory's all-time steal
record of 14L
The Rivermen fared no better in the
nightcap against NEMO, dropping a
tough 78-74 decision.
The game started out almost in slow
motion as neither team could hit their
early shots. In fact, UM-St. Louis was
behind 3-0 before Kevin Hill hit a pair
of free throws two minutes and 44
seconds into the game putting the
Riyermen on the scoreboard.
After Hill's two free throws, James
Williams hit a layup to put UM-St.
Louis on top 4-3. Hill then scored the
next four points for the Rivermen on a
tip-in and a bank shot to help give them
an 8-5 advantage.
The last lead of'the first half for the
Rivermen came at 18-15 as Hill hit a
layup. After that, the Bulldogs kept the
Rivermen at alms length the rest of the
half and went into the locker room with
a 38-35 intermission lead.
Kevin Hill had a great first half for
UM-St. Louis by gettingJ4 points and
7 rebounds. Barry Graskewicz added 8
first half points including two 3-point
shots.
The game seesawed back and forth
. in the second half with neither team
holding more t1an a four point edge.
The game basl~ally came down to the
final 19 seconds with UM-St. Louis
trailing 73-71. Graskewicz drove down
the left side of the lane to the basket
for what appeared to be the game~tying
points, but was called for an offensiv,e
foul as he collided with two NEMO
players before the ball went in . This
brought a storm of protest from the
UM-St. Louis bench and partisan
crowd.
Forced to foul at this point, Jim Roder
sent NEMOs Dale Reid to the line for
two free throws and a 75-71 NEMO
lead. Von Scales countered with a
3-point shot with :09 left before NEMOs
Justin Matthews broke the UM- St.
Louis press and went in for a layup and
was fouled by Stan Longmeyer making
the final score 78-74.
"It was a vcr}' disappointing game:'
Meckfessel said. "We played without
Chris Pilz (who sprained his ankle at
SEMO earlier in the week) and should
of won. He makes a big difference when
he's in the lineup."
Celtainly that controversial call
against Graskewicz hurt the Rivermen.

'Tll have to look at the tape." Meckfessel
said. "But Corer:y dy I talked 0 who had
a clt'ar ri ew of the pia),. thought it was
an unbeliel'able call."

game-high 11 rebounds . Barry
Graskewicz ad ded 18 points for the
Rivermen incl udi ng 4 of 5 three point
shots,

Meckiess ' l even stormed on the court
after the game to confront the ofticials
at mid-{:ourt to vent his displeasure with
the call.
Kevin Hill lead the Rivennen in scoring with 23 points and finished with a

Hopefully both teams will get back on
track next week The Rivermen now
have a record of 4-8 while the Riverwomen stand at 5-8.

Swimmers Place Fifth In California
by David Barnes

sports edito(
Yes, that was the UM-St. Louis swimming team in the audience of Arsenio
Hall's late night show January 3,
The Rivermen spent 17 days of their
Christmas break training in southern
Califomia,
"Most of our energies were concentrated on either eating, sleeping or
swimming;' said head coach Mary
Liston. .
The team practiced 5 If! hours a day
in the California State University-Long
Beach outdoor swimming pool.
"They didn't have school to worry
about, or work, or any other family
obligations," said Liston.
The team took only one day off to

sightsee in Beverly Hills and attend the
Arsenio Hall sholl'.
"You couldn't do much between practices because you wanted to conserve
energy; ' said tanned swimmer Nick
Ranson.
Money to pay for the trip \l'as raised
by a game stand and a hamburger stand
during Strassenfest Other money came
from a swim-a-than and donations.
While in California the team placed
fifth out of twelve teams in the University of California-Irvine College
Invitational,
"We placed a lot higher than I anticipated against those tough schools,"
said Liston. "We beat a bunch of division 1 schools from California. That's
exciting:'
In the tournament, highlight perfor-

mances came in from sLveral swimmcro.
Jeff Heveroh placed second in the 200yard hreaststroke. Lisa Jenkins placed
second in the 200-yard backstroke,
[n th e 50-yard freestyle Brett Woods
finished fourth followed by Mike Brickey
in fifth place.
Woods had missed six workouts
because of a shoulder injury.
The team returned January 12. "Flying was another treat," said Liston, "Half
the team had never been on a plane
before." No one became airsick. she
said, but "there were a few wh ite
knuckles on takeoff and landing:'
Less than 24 hours later the team
swam a meet against Principia.
The Califomia training showed result,
as the Rivelmen won all the events but
One, The score was 73-32 against Prin-

cipia who Liston said were weaker than
their past teams.
Several swimmers
highs in the meet.
finished second in
freestyle in a personal

posted season
Gene Edmiston
the 1000-yard
best of 10:44.21.

Del'lin McDonough had two season
highs, the first in the 200-yard individual
medley with 2:06.45 and in the 100-~'ard
backstroke with a time of 57.58 seconds.
Other first place fll1ishes were by:
Steve Appelbaum in 200-yard freestyle,
Mike Brickey in th e 50-yard freestyle.
Teny Moore in the lOO-vard butterfly.
Brett Woods in the lOa-yard freestyle.
Ste\'e Appelbaum in the SOO-yard
freestyle. and Jeff Heveroll in the
lOa-yard breaststroke.

Superbowl _X_X_I_V_:_L_e_t_
Th~e~_Hype Begin
by Mike Van Roo

associate sports editor

-.

Women's Basketball: HOME
against Lincoln University, Jan. 20,
,5:30 p.m. HOM E against Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville, 7:00 p.m.
HOME against Southwest Baptist,
Jan. 24, 5:30 p.m.

Well let the hype begin!! Super Bowl
XXIV is now XI days away and I don't
see what everyone is worked up into a
lather for.
This Super Bowl will be like most of .
the Super. Bowls played during the
1980s. The NFC will win handily and
the AFC will cower back with their tails
between their legs and wonder what
they have to do to break through.
Oh sure, some pundits are saying that
it could be a good game. Certainly with
the likes of Montana and Elway doing
battle with one another. it has the makings of a high-scoring affair, with little
or no rest available for their respective
defenses. But again too, that is a myth .
San Francisco should easily win the
first Super Bowl of the nineties simply
because they do have MR. MONTANA
at the helm . Adjectives alone can't
describe his uncanny and almost nonchalant way of how he goes ' about his
business of winning professional football
games.
This greatly-talented player from
Notre Dame has certainly redefined the
way in which a ·qualterback leads his
team on the field in battle against the

Roo's Roost
opposition.
He is the mold of all molds and takes
a back .seat to no one. His 26 completions in 30 pass attempts in the NFC
Championship game against the Rams
set a new playoff record with a blistering 86 per cent,
Simply put, the 4gers know how to
win and keep on winning with probably
the most stable"franchise in professional
sports today,
A lot of people were wondering how
the 'Niners would do especially after Bill
Walch stepped down at the end of their
Super Bowl conquest over Cincinnati a
year ago this month. But George Seifert
almost quietly stepped in and led San
Francisco to an almost perfect record
of 14-2 during the regular season .
It became known)iS the season progressed, that the mild-mannered Seifert
became a "Players-Coach" where as
Walch came off as someone who remained 'aloof and distant from his
players. Even Montana was not immune
and had his run-ins and disagreements
with the icy Walch.
If San Francisco does win the Super
Bowl, the ultimate challenge for them

after that. would be to go after an unprecedented third straight Super Bowl
triumph in 1991. If they would accomplish that. it would mark the first
and .quite possibly the bst time a team
would pull off that amazing feat.
It would certainly make Green Bay's
wins in the first two Super BOlI'ls and
. Pittsburgh's four Super Bowl wins in the
19705 seem far and long ago and almost
trivial in comparison to greatness in
Super Bowl lore.
Why do you ask that I don't think
Denver will prevail in this year's' annually
over-hyped and over-wrought con test?
Well, mostly it's because of the
reasons [ mentioned abo\'e. Yes. Denver
does have an excellent qualterback in
John Elway. who possesses probably the
best canon for an arm this side of Miami
and Dan Marino.
But the Broncos are in that "other"
conference. called the American Foot. ball Conference. And they have yet to
leam through all the Super Bowls in the
1980s (where the AFC won only twice)
on how to play good, NFC-type defense.
Look at some of the pre\Iious Super
Bowl winners from recent years-the

4ger's. the Giant's. the Bear's-thcy knew
how to play defense and the), knew how
to wi n Super Bowls with it.
The Broncos do have some good
players at various positions and they
have a good coach in Dan RecI·es. and
they hal'e great fans attending their
games (witn ess only 41 No-shows out of
76.087 ticket, sold for the AFC Cham. pionship game against Cleveland). but
again. the Broncos play in the AFC
which once used to be known as the
AFL (American Football League).
That league which featured highsco ring football games that more
resembled an out-of-control pinball
game and such larks as vertical-sttiped
socks (lnce worn by the Broncos in the
early' 1960s (on ly to be burned in a
pl1vate cererrion,' by team players in the
locker room a week later).
It could be a good Super Bowl. but
then again. Bud Bowl II might keep us
in a little J710re suspense as to the actual outcome. 'Speaking of hype. Bud
Bowl II has been a little over-exposed
on th~ boo!:> to,) b lately. Don't yuu
thinl\?
Well . here's my prediction. San Francisco 34. Denver 17. At least it should.
probably cO\'er the point spread by
game time,

Classifieds
HELP WANTED
William L. Cronin, LLM, CPA,
Anprney at Law, is loaking far
bright accounting: pre-law, information systems, business ar
ather students who. have a
number af years to. go to.
graduatian. Emplayment in this
law practice i§ expected to give.
you cantact with the difficulties
. af real life, practical skills that
employers find desirable and
better grades while yau are in
school. If yau are selected for
this Challenging appartunity,
you will be affered tuitian

I

asistance, flexible hours, career
preparatian, paid training, perfarmance reviews,- advancement oppor;tun ities, wage
reviews1 career counseling, expense reimbursements and
competitive wages.
William l Cronin, LiM, CPA
is lacated near public transpor. tation and is bath an equal oppartunity and an affirmative action employer. Particular con."
sideration will be given to thase
who have not had the trmendous advantage af having been
barn to wealthy parents. ' If
hired, Federal Law requires that
yau furnish dacumentation
. shawing your identity and that
Y.Ou are legally authorized to
work in the United States. Call
576-6333 for '<In applicatian .
EARN $1000's WEEKLY!!
MAKE $500 FOR EVERY 100
ENVELOPES STUFFED. SEND
'SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED
ENVELOPE TO:· EXTRA INCOME UNLIMITED p.o. BOX
64899
CHICAGO
'iL
60664-0899
.
ATTENTION-HIRING! Gavern.ment jobs-yaur area. Many im- '
mediate apenings without
waiting . list
ar
test.
$17,840-$69,485.
'. Call
1-602-838-8885. ext r6729.

,

Part time lab assistant positions
available. IBM-PC Experience'
required. Pick-up applicatians
from receptionist at 201 J.C.
Penney.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING
BOOKSI
$32,000/year incame patential.
Details. (1 )-602-.838-8885 Ext.
Bk 6729.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! 32,0001yr
incame potential. Detai ls, (1)
602-838-8885 Ext T6729
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY IS LOOKING FOR
ENERGETIC, HARDWORKING,
AND DYNAMIC IND IVIDUALS
TO JOIN OUR RESTAURANT
STAFF. WE ARE LOOKING FOR
BUS, KITCHEN, HOST. WAIT
AND
BAR
PERSONNEL.

PLEASE CALL OR COME
DOWN MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, 1-3, OR MAKE AN APPOINTMENT.
WE
ARE
LOCATED . IN· HISTORIC
LACLEDE' S LANDING AT 727
NPRTH FIRST. CALL 621-0276.
National Market Firm seeks
mature student to. m'anage oncampus pram at ions for tap
campanies this S,Chaal year.
Flexible haurs with earnings
patential to. $2,500'. per
semester. Must bll organized,
hardwarking and maney ;
mativated. Call Lisanne ar Myra
at (800) 5S2-2l21,
Is your fraternity, sarority or .
club interested in earning
. $1,000.00 + fOr a ane-week, ancampus marketing project? Yau
must be well-organ ized and
hard warking. Call Jenny or
Myra at (800) 592-2121.

writing done for a class. Only
· UM~t. Lauis undergraduates
are eligible. Call Nan Sweet
553-5512 for mOre informatian .
Intramural officials needed far
basketball & valleyball. Experience nat required. Selfconfidence and a will to learn
attitude recommended . Pay is
$5.00 per game. Apply at Intramural affice 2Q3 Mark Twain
10AM-4PM Manday-Friday
, 553-5125.
Student is traveling by car to.
Winterhauer, Florida far
SPRING BREAK. Need 1.-3
passengers to. share expenses.
Can drive to. any city narth of
SI. Petersburg. Will pick up an
retum trip. Please call 521-5533.

Call 837-2671 evenings.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repassessions. · Call
(1)805-687-6000 Ext. GH-2166
for current repa list.
81 Plymath Reliant K sta.
wagon, auto, runs good, clean,
109,xxx, $550, call Ding
553-6481, day.
1980 Datsun B210, Ale amlfm
cassetts, auto, 84,000 miles.
Very gaad running. Asking
$890 ar best affer. Call Ba at
868-7160(night) ar 553-6435
(day) . .

LIT MAG is accepting submissions until Feb, 18. Lit Mag
maiibaxes: 4th flaor English
Dept. Lucas Hall, 2nd floar SIUdent Activities, University
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP ' TO
Center. Submit yaur paetry, fic$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Stu,,tion, essays, artwork, anything.
dent graups, frats and sarorities : Remember to. keep a capy of
needed far marketing praject
your manuscripts.
on campus. Far details plus
I need three baaks. am inyour FREE GIFT, Group afficers
call 1-800-765-8472 Ext 50
terested in leas ing for ane
semester or buying: 1)Labor
EXTRA WEEKLY Inca me mailRelations (BA312), 2)Mang Beh
ing circulars l No. bosses/quotas! . Science II (BA311) Effective
Spare/full time! Rush selfBehavior' (4 th Edition) and
3)F inancial Mang (BA204). Call
'"ddressed enve lope: CLC
me a r leave message. Vince at
Unlirnited, Po. Ba. 205, Flaris869-6625.
sant, MO 63032"
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight
Attendants, Trave l Agenis;
Mechanics, Customer. Service.
Listing. Salaries to. $105i<. Entry
level positions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. A-21.66
GOVERNMENTS JOBS $16,040
- $59,230Iyr. NaY,< Hiring. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. R-2166 for
curient federal fist.
FOR RENT
NORMANDY EAST & WEST
APARTM ENTS. 1 & 2 Brm.
apartments, .hardwaad flaors,
appliances, CIA. aff street parking, laundry facilities, starage.
$310.00-$325.00 KOHNER
PROPERTIES 862-5955

January' 3D, at 7pm in the
Marillac Hall Canference raam
the Student Natianal Educatian
Assaciatian will hast a
warkshop titled " CAREER
PLANNING AND RESUME
WRITING:' This hands on
warkshop is designed for
educatian majars and is apen
to all students. Ann Wagner will
be the presenter. Refreshments
will be available. Far further infarmation ca ll Michael Richard- .
san at 481-4944.

Personal
NEW database car pool system
provides up-ta-date infarmatian an car paal oppartunities!
To. add your name to the file
and ' receive a list of others interested in SAVING $ by car
paoling, came to. 267 University Center.
Klaw, Haw Funky is your
Chicken? What's with the Ms.
U weekend? Do. the singer
Blandie thing. R we gonna rock
Fri? I want to. get an instant
Mango upstairs for Jan 20.
Boamerang this. Spaz.
Business majorn: are you looking for a new way to meet
friends with the samfi! interests
as you? Then Delta SlglTla Pi is
the answerl Check aut our
recruiting booth-in the labby of
SSB.
KJaw, hang te)1- 15 weeks left to.
jam. How's that Pud-U Pud-U
thang? Do the wild thing last
weekend? S'up With Ms. U?
Baamerang this, Spaz.

FOR SALE

**

· SPRING BREAK
Cancun
· with air/Sout h Padre Island.
Baok
NOW far lawe st
pric es/be st
lacation s.
1-~09-HI-PADRE

MISCELLANEOUS
UM-St. Lauis WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM invites interested
fUll -tim e female students to. attend an organizatianal meeting
February at 3:30pm in 203
Mark Twain Building. For further informatian, contact Caach
Pam
Stei nmetz
203MT
553-5123.

ATTENTION : GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (u-repalr).
D elinquent ta. prope rty.
Repossessians.
Call
1-602-838 -8885 ext gh6729.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLE$ fram $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 EXT.A6729.

$100 prizes forthe best writing .
Antique
dresser
with
on a subject cancerning
removable swivel-back mirror,
women in 1.creat ive writ ing
5 drawers, railers an legs. Very
and 2.papers & essays
nice piece in great condition.
. ca tegaries. You may use
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CALENDAR OF EVENT~

C TON S

• FUN

• SMILES

• FRIENDS
Friday the 26th
UM-St _ Louis Night
at the Sym.phony
Rimsky Korsakov's
"Scheherazade"
8:3.0 pIll Powell Hall
Last 2 days to
purchase discount
tickets, Friday 10-2
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Free
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Ice Cream [Jars.
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Wednesday the 31st
Monopoly Tournament
11am - 2pm
Summit Lounge
Registration Deadline
Jan. 29
S10.00 Reg. fee
Sign up 250 U. Cntr.
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Good Sized Pools

••ageii:Dazs~ ::;~~;~:~:t:4th un~~~~~r:~;:~ard W:::~~;:~:;~e:y8th ~
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Summit Lounge

I

( 1) ~I - 111:. ~I Bum ml t LoU n g a
2 -1. [) () () 9 aU 0 n po 0 1$
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Ol? SANI)

Mu1t hav e ba t h l nO Suit and tomal
to an t B P p'ool ape a.
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Wednesday the 4th
Noon Live:

.

~

7pm-12 Summit Lounge
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Haa~l en-Dazs
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